
Power supply: .........................................3 Vdc
Battery life: .............................................12 - 18 months
Battery type: ...........................................CR2032 lithium
Current consumption : .............................25 mA
Operating frequency :..............................433.92 MHz
Security protocol : ...................................Keeloq®

64Code combinations:................................2
Modulation : ..........................................AM/ASK
E.r.p. :....................................................300 - 350 µW
Number of commands .............................18
Range in open space : ..............................
Operating temperature :   .......................-10°C / +55°C
Dimensions (mm): ...................................117 x 47 x 20 
Weight : .................................................40 g

150 - 200 m
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! It can drive up to 18 different 1-relay receivers
! Battery check with battery down message. 
! Memorization of the last command used

The transmitter ERONE type S6TL2641E15 can be used to 
drive multiple opening systems.
The security protocol is Keeloq® Hopping code, perfectly 
compatible with all the receivers of the range Erone.
Each transmitter is in-factory programmed with 6 different 
serial numbers: 5 are associated to each of the 5 led and 
one is linked to the configuration with the 5 leds 
simultaneously lit. In this way this transmitter acts as 6 
different 3 button-transmitters, getting a total of 18 possible 
commands.
The button C allows to select the channel and the buttons 
A,B and D enable the radio transmission. 
At the power on, turns on the led corresponding to the last 
channel used. It is enough to press more times the button C 
to change the active channel for selecting the channel 
desired. Hereby, CDVI Wireless Spa, declares that the radio 
equipment type  is in compliance with 
directive 2014/53/EU. The full text of the EU declaration of 
conformity is available at the following internet address: 
www.erone.com.

S6TL2641E15

S6TL2641E15

TRANSMITTER ERONE T06 

1 - INTRODUCTION

Thank you for choosing this product . 
You are recommended to read this manual carefully  before 

installing this product.

2 - TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

3 - FUNCTIONS

For selecting the desred channel push several times the 
button C until the led of the desired channel lits. 
The 6th channel is displayed by the 5 leds all lit. 
The selection is cyclic as indicated on fig.2
At each led corresponds a different channel and then a 
different serial number.
Once selected the channel the transmitter keeps the light on 
for more 5 secs and then turns off everything. 
The last selection is kept in memory.
At the power-on, the system starts with the last channel used.  

4 - SELECTING THE CHANNEL
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Fig.2

5 - TRANSMISSION

Pushing the buttons A, B or D, when they are off, the 
transmission uses the last channel used.
For a different channel, use the button C for choosing the 
desired channel.

Use and installation manual



This transmitter operates with a lithium Cr2032 battery. 
In low battery status the led or leds blink during the radio 
transmission.
For accessing to the battery unscrew the fixing screw on the 
bottom of the enclosure and remove it. 
Replace the uncharged battery with a brand new one 
identical CR2032 , repsecting the polarities as indicated on 
the bottom of the enclosure keeping the positive polarity 
facing down.   (  Fig. 3)

ATTENTION ! - Danger of explosion if the battery is badly 
replaced. Replace only with equivalent type or identical!

NOTE: The removal and the disposal of the battery must have 

effected before the elimination of the appliance and according to 

the current Regulations. 

The transmitter must be memorized onto the corresponding receiver : follow the instructions of the receiver
1) Enter in the memorization mode of your receiver 
2) Push C several times until the desired channel is displayed 
3) Press the buttons B or  A or  D for transmitting.

The guarantee period of all Erone products is 24 months, beginning from the manufacturer date. 
During this period, if the product does not work correctly, due to a defective component, the product will be 

repaired or substituted at the discretion of the producer. 
The guarantee does not cover the plastic container integrity. 

After-sale service is supplied at the producer's factory.

WARRANTY
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Manufactured by CDVI Wireless Spa
Via Piave, 23 - 31020 

San Pietro di Feletto (TV) - Italy
Tel: 0438/450860 - Fax: 0438/455628

E-Mail: info@erone.com
Web: www.erone.com

8 - BATTERY ACCESS

Fig. 3
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7 - MEMORIZING THE TRANSMITTER ONTO THE RECEIVER  

6 - ERONE RANGE : BUTTONS CORRESPONDANCE
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